A sample of over 25,000 fully measured neutrino and antineutrino charged current interactions in BEBC includes 192 dilepton candidates. The prompt signal after subtraction of background is 41 _+7#+e -, 35+7#+# -events from 7 interactions,
Introduction
Production of dilepton events by neutrinos and antineutrinos, attributed to charmed particle production and semileptonic decay, has been studied in several experiments. Counter experiments [1] have accumulated large samples of events with two muons (dimuons or ## events). Bubble chambers [2] have accumulated smaller samples of both ## and #e events which are expected to have the same origin and have provided details of the accompanying hadronic system. However, the data from antineutrino experiments in bubble chambers are still quite fragmentary, being based on the observation of small numbers of events collected in different experiments.
In the present paper, a study is presented of antineutrino induced dimuons observed in the BEBC film recently used for an analysis of # e events [6] , allowing a comparison of the general character-istics of both sets of data. A further comparison is made with the results of a similar study of dimuons produced by neutrinos. The neutrino induced #e events were not analyzed since two bubble chamber experiments with higher statistics have already presented results [-4, 5] . Special attention has been paid to the like sign dilepton events for which the experimental situation is still controversial.
Experimental Set Up
The Big European Bubble Chamber (BEBC) was exposed to the CERN SPS two horn antineutrino (neutrino) wide band beam obtained with 400 GeV incident protons. The horns were set to focus negative secondaries (7 run) or positive secondaries (v run) in two consecutive exposures. The resulting antineutrino (neutrino)charged current events have a mean energy of 40 (55) GeV.
The bubble chamber was filled with a 75 mole percent neon-hydrogen mixture with a radiation length of 42 cm. This liquid acts as an excellent electron identifier, while allowing complete measurement of individual secondary particles.
The External Muon Identifier (EMI) consists of two planes of wire chambers (the inner and outer planes) flanking and downstream of BEBC I -7] . The inner plane has 8 overlapping chambers which are 150 cm from BEBC, (including 50 cm of magnet coils or lead). Muons then traverse between 5 and 10 interaction lengths of iron hadron absorber before reaching the outer plane, made of 47 overlapping chambers. The readout of all the chambers was triggered by any hit occurring in either the inner or outer plane. The total spill length of 4 ms was divided into time slots of 250 ns. Hits occurring in two adjacent time slots were merged, leading to an effective time resolution of 500 ns and no dead time.
Event Selection
The BEBC pictures were double-scanned for all neutral induced interactions occurring within the visible chamber volume. In a first step, for each event located in a restricted fiducial volume of 17 m 3, all charged secondaries leaving the chamber that could be of momentum greater than 3 GeV/c were measured as muon candidates. All the events containing at least one positively (in the ~ run) or one negatively (in the v run) charged muon candidate were then fully measured. The chosen fiducial volume allows at least 50cm downstream from each event vertex for detection and measurement of associated neutrals (7, K~ A~ neutrons).
The trajectories of the leaving particles were extrapolated to the inner and the outer planes of the EMI. A particle was considered as a muon if hits were found in both planes within the same time slot and at the expected positions, taking into account the error in the extrapolation due to multiple scattering and measurement errors. The backgrounds included in the muon classification are small in general, and are studied in detail for the dileptons in Sect. 5.2. Events with an identified muon of momentum over 4 GeV/c were finally accepted as charged current (CC) events. This yielded a measured sample of 16,600~ u CC events and 3,300v u CC from the run, and 9,650 v, CC and essentially no ~, from the v run.
In the ~ run, the p+ e events were selected by reexamining the identified ~u induced CC events to see if any tracks gave characteristic electron signatures. An event containing an electron or positron candidate which could not be paired with one of opposite charge (to form a Dalitz pair or close gamma conversion), showed at least two electron signatures and had a momentum greater than 300 MeV/c was considered as a #+ e candidate. As a results of this search, 55 #+ e-and 4 #+ e + candidates have been detected in a subsample of 15,370 antineutrino charged current interactions. Requiring the electron (positron) momentum to be above 800MeV/c reduces these numbers to 47 p+ e-and 3 #+ e + respectively. The v~ and Ve events were not selected; however any that also had a #+ are included.
In both runs, if an event contained one identified muon of momentum greater than 4 GeV/c then any additional muon candidate within the same time slot had only to be above 3 GeV/c to be accepted and could have just a single outer plane EMI hit if its trajectory missed the inner EMI plane. In the ~ run 64# + #-, 7# + #+ and 5 #-#-events were so selected. In the v run there were 46#-# +, 9# # , 1 #-#-#+ and 1 #-#-e + event.
All multilepton events were carefully re-checked to ensure that all hadrons were measured as well as possible, and that all associated neutrals had been found.
Separation of Anti-Neutrino From Neutrino Induced Dileptons
Dilepton events collected in this experiment can be produced by any type of neutrino present in the beam: v,, 7,, v e or ~e. The primary lepton associated with the incident neutrino was distinguished from the secondary lepton by comparing their longitudinal and transverse momenta with respect to the beam direction, Pz and Pt. In general both the P~ and Pt of the primary lepton will be larger than those of the secondary lepton. This distinction was made without reference to the hadron shower direction. Figure 1 shows the ratio of the longitudinal momenta of the two leptons versus the ratio of their transverse momenta. For the w run the 49#+ #-events above the diagonal line on Fig. 1 b were attributed to ~u interactions. The 15 y-y+ events below the line were attributed to v u interactions. The y+ e events in the w run were treated in the same way. Thus the 45 y+ e-and 0 #+ e § events above the diagonal line in Fig. la were attributed to W~ interactions whereas, below this line 3e+y + events where attributed to W e interactions and 2e-y+ to v e interactions. It should be noticed that a low energy muon candidate in a v e or W e event has a much greater chance of being due to background hits in the EMI than the second muon in a dimuon event since there is no primary muon to select the correct EMI time slot.
A Monte Carlo simulation indicates that for W interactions about 10~ of genuine dimuons coming from charm decay are misclassified by application of the above procedure; this fraction is ~5 ~ both for W-induced y e events and for v-induced dimuon 
Backgrounds to Prompt p+ e Events
It has been shown [6] that the major sources of background which simulate genuine #+e events are asymmetric Dalitz pairs, and Compton electrons or asymmetric e + e-pairs appearing to be attached to the primary vertex because of the limited bubble chamber resolution. These sources mainly contribute at low electron momenta: between 300 and 800 Me-V/c, these backgrounds contribute (4.7 +0.7) #+ eevents and (0.7+0.1)p+e + events, whilst for momenta above 800 MeV/c these numbers are reduced to (2.0_+0.4) and (0.2 +0.1) events respectively. As in many other experiments, an electron momentum cut-off of 800 MeV/c has been applied to the #+ e-events. The one observed #+ e + event with e + momentum between 300 and 800 MeV/c is discussed in Sect. 7.4. The accepted sample of 45/~+ e-events induced by ~, includes a total background of (3.9_+1.6) events. A full discussion of the backgrounds is given in [6] .
Background to Prompt Dimuon Events
The major background to dimuon events is due to decay muons from zc and K mesons in the hadronic shower in normal charged current events*. Its contribution of the event vertices in the chamber volsimulation using as input the measured momenta and angles of the hadrons produced in the present sample of charged current interactions and the distribution of the event vertices in the chamber volume. The hadrons, assumed to be rc or K mesons in the proportion of 8 to 1, which left the chamber without visible interaction were followed step by step and allowed to decay; the decay muons were then followed to the EMI. This simulation took into account the magnetic field and the effects of energy losses and multiple scattering in the media traversed. It showed that these decay muons tend to give poorer associated extrapolations in the EMI than genuine prompt muons, because the geometrical track parameters measured in the chamber and extrapolatAll muons with momenta > 3 GeV/c from n decay and about 89 of those from K decay are emitted at an angle less than 50 mrad, corresponding to the empirical limit of visibility in the chamber for this experiment v run summary: Initial sample  3  43  11  Selected sample  3  41  9 Total background 0. 8 11 7 v: prompt signal 32 • 7 2 • 3 a Including 2 trileptons (#-#-#+ and #-#-e +)
ed to the EMI are often closer to those of the parent hadrons. For the selection of dimuon events, stronger cuts ()~MI less than 10 for 2 degrees of freedom) were therefore applied to the association probability of extrapolated secondary tracks with EMI hits than in the case of normal primary muons from chargedcurrent events; this reduced the background by a larger factor than the prompt dimuon signal. The results of this background estimation are summarized in Table 1 ; its momentum dependence is given in Table 2 . The systematic errors on the hadron decay backgrounds are estimated to be of the order of • 15 ~.
There is also a 2 ~o background due to hadron "punch through" caused by intense hadron showers from a charged current event reaching the second plane of the EMI and simulating a muon [8] . Random association of an extrapolated track and background hits in the EMI time slot defined by the primary muon has been determined to be negligible.
The total background is (9.7 +_ 1.5) events among 45 accepted #+ #-events in the V run, and it is (11 ___2) among the 41 accepted #-#+ events in the v run~ In both runs, the number of like sign events is consistent with the expected background (see Table 1 ).
Losses of Dilepton Events
In addition to the misidentification due to the v/~ separation procedure discussed in Sect. 4, various losses of dilepton events are expected.
Losses of I~ + e Events
The electron scan and detection efficiencies have been studied in detail in I-6]. The most significant loss of #+e events with pc>0.8 GeV/c is due to the limited size of the bubble chamber and the requirement of two signatures for the identification of the electron; this identification efficiency is estimated to be (90_+3)~, independent of the electron momentum.
Losses of Dimuon Events
Muons with momentum below 3GeV/c seldom reach the EMI, because of the hadron absorber, the magnetic field between the bubble chamber and the EMI, and the limited EMI angular coverage. Above 3 GeV/c, the effects of the EMI acceptance and of the XZM~ cut at 10 are shown in Table 2 for the ~ run as a function of secondary momentum. The remaining losses of muons above 3 GeV/c were evaluated using three different methods, all based on statistical evaluations of the number of unidentified charged current events remaining among the events classified as neutral current or neutral hadron induced interactions. These methods [8] (ii) comparing a kinematic selection of charged current events with the EMI selection, (iii) comparing the measured number of events with no identified muon with the number expected on the basis of different contributing channels.
These separate estimates of the remaining losses of the secondary muon are consistent and are combined to give (10_+ 3)~ in Table 2 .
Results

Cross Sections
The number of prompt opposite sign dilepton events per CC event, with the listed cuts on lepton momenta and corrected for backgrounds and losses, are shown in Table 3 . This table also gives the rates corrected for the cuts on the lepton momenta, according to the model presented in Sect. 7.2 for production and semi-leptonic decay of charmed particles. Table 3 also allows a direct comparison of #+ eand #+ #-production rates in the V run, with the same cuts (pu+ >4GeV/c, pu_ and Pc->3GeV/c), without charm model dependent corrections; although the/~+ #-rate is higher than the/~+ e-rate, they are compatible within statistics.
Comparison with a Charm Production Model
The 3 samples of dilepton events were compared with the predictions for the production and semileptonic decay of charmed D mesons based on the Lund Monte Carlo model, with the parametrization of Field and Feynman [9] : D-and/) ~ are produced Table 3 . Number of opposite sign dilepton events (x 104) per charged current event, corrected for backgrounds and losses [8] 0.93+ 0.14/~-e + a Opposite sign dilepton rates corrected for lepton momentum cuts 15 
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. (Fig. 4c) is expected from the additional valence d quark contribution to the charm production.
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In the case of V interactions, the distribution of the invariant mass of the hadron system, W, peaks at about 6 GeV for both the data and the Monte-Carlo (see Figs. 3a, b) . The accumulation of events in this mass region -where the experimental resolution in W is about 0.8 GeV -has previously led to speculations on quasi-elastic beauty baryon production [3, 10] . One would expect larger values of the transverse momentum of the e-or #-out of the (V, lepton) plane for events with B decay: e-and #-from events with 5 < W <7 GeV are labelled in Figs. 7a, b*. Moreover, a calculation for B production by ~,, based on a model for A~ + quasi elastic production by v, [11] and assuming [Uubl=0.006 [12] , suggests a contribution of less than 1 semileptonic B decay in the V data.
Associated Strange Particle Production
In antineutrino reactions, the dominant charm production on a sea ~ quark implies the presence of two strange particles in the final state; in neutrino induced charm production, due to the additional contribution of interactions on d quarks, one expects one or two strange particles in the final state. The 45 #+ e-events have 17 associated V ~ decays, and the 45# + #-events have 7V ~ (~ run); the 41 #-#+ events in the v run have 10 associated V ~ The V ~ production rate is about 0.11 to 0.14 (0.12 to 0.15) for ordinary charged-current V(v) events in the same W range.
The V ~ rates in the prompt dilepton events, corrected for losses due to the finite length of their potential path in the liquid, decays close to the interaction vertex, interactions before decay and unseen decay modes are summarized in Table 3 . Also shown are the world data V ~ rates corrected for background in a uniform way as discussed in [8] .
* In the ~ run there are 15 events with p~ over 0.5 GeV/c. 8 of these have W between 5 and 7 GeV, when (5 +_2) would be expected on the basis of the V events with p~ below 0.5 GeV/c and the v events Five of the 6A ~ hyperons have momenta below 1 GeV/c, and all are produced backward in the hadronic centre of mass (xv<0), which is consistent with A ~ hyperon production from the fragmentation of the target remnant. K ~ mesons are produced either forward, mostly from the decay of charmed particles, or backward, mostly from the fragmentation of the remaining s quark. Similar conclusions can also be inferred from the invariant mass plots of the V ~ and the second lepton.
Same Sign Ditepton Events
There are 3e+# + candidates with e + momenta above 0.8 GeV/c in the ~ run which are all attributed to ~e interactions (see Sect. 4 and [6] ); this is confirmed by the fact that in these events the #+ lies nearer than the e + to the direction of the hadron shower. Furthermore all 3muons have Z~MI greater than 10. There are no V ~ associated with these 3 e § candidates. Taking into account the losses and efficiencies we find upper limits (at 90 ~ confidence level) of 2 x 10 -4 for the ratio (#+ e + events)/(all #+ events) and 6 ~ for (/a + e + events)/(/a + e-events), as listed in Table 4 .
There is one further #+ e + candidate with low e + momentum: (303_+40) MeV/c, below the 800 MeV/c momentum cut. This event has an associated decay of a 0.9 GeV/c K ~ meson. However the background due to asymmetric pairs is (0.7_+0.1) events for positron momentum between 0.3 and 0.8 GeV/c, while a ~x" lag-~a"
o 11
GeV further (l+l)e + is expected from K + decays over the whole momentum range. The 5 #+ y+ candidates from the V run are compatible with the expected background of 7 events (see Table 1 ). One of these events contains a A ~ hyperon. The momentum distribution of the slower muon is also consistent with the soft distribution expected from n and K decays.
The 9 #-/~-candidates (including the trileptons here) from the v run are also consistent with the expected 7 background events, as are the 4 # # candidates from the ~ run when 2 were expected. Of these 13 events, 4 have P,2 above 10 GeV/c where 2 events are expected. The 11 p-/~-events have no V ~ but the 2 trileptons do include strange particles (see Sect. 7.5 and 7.6). The limits on the like sign dileptons are given in Table 4 . These limits assume that all events are compatible with background, and also that the slower muon, #2, does not have a softer momentum spectrum than the /~2 in the opposite sign events. Any possible dilepton contribution from neutral current events is negligible, being about a factor NC/CC times the charged current trilepton rate. The two slower m u o n s appear to be in the h a d r o n shower, a n d have an invariant mass of (1.03 +0.02)GeV. There is also an l l G e V / c K ~ which may come from either the primary v interaction, or
TableS. Kinematic variables of #-#-e § trilepton and particle parameters: Evis=109GeV, yvis=0.81, xvi~=0.21, Q2is=34GeV2 , W~s = 132 GeV 2. Transverse momentum of #i (to the beam) = 2.540 +_ 0.073 GeV/c, missing transverse momentum = 1. The high momentum #-and lower momentum #-#+ pair are compatible with expectations from other trilepton data [13] : consistent with normal charged current interactions with the additional production of lepton pairs by hadronic and radiative processes. One expects about 0.5 #l + l-events in our data.
Since the muons are well identified they do not seem to be due to background. Nevertheless the most probable background interpretation of this event is as a genuine opposite sign dimuon with a background third "muon". The chance that there is one dimuon with arc misidentified as a third "muon" in all our v and ~ data is about 0.2.
The # # e + Trilepton Event
The muons in the #-#-e + event have momenta 21 and 17 GeV/c. These are both well identified, and have higher momenta than would be expected from decay background. The (5 ___ 1)GeV/c e + can be followed clearly back to within 2 cm of the v interaction and its only possible e-partner is below 2MeV, (see Fig. 10 ). The second #-and the e + appear to be in the hadron shower. The event also has a 1 GeV/c stopping K § and 6 low momentum gammas with various permutations consistent with three re~ several two =o combinations may in turn have an invariant mass of about 500 MeV/c, compatible with a fully reconstructed K ~ ~2rc ~ decay. The K + cannot be paired with the leptons to make a mass compatible with the D meson mass, see Table 5. The possible K ~ cannot be combined with a #-to make a D, but may be with the e § There are several combinations of particles compatible with semileptonic D decay among the particles with momenta over 2 GeV/c: two are given.
This event requires a different production mechanism from previously reported trileptons, since these have had a leading muon and a p+ #-or e § e-pair. However a four lepton event (with a K ~ decay) has been observed [14] . The single #-#-e + event corresponds to a production rate of about 10 -4 per v, charged current event.
The largest background is again from genuine opposite sign # e events with an extra ~z misidentified as a second "#". We expect about 0.2 such events in total, but only about 0.02 such events would be expected with a second "#" over 10 GeV. There is a 1.5 MeV electron at the vertex which we classify as a delta ray: the chance of seeing a delta ray over 1MeV within lcm of the vertex is about 0.3. If classified as an e-then the electron could be paired with the e +. However less than 0.0001 dilepton events are expected to also have a Dalitz pair, or gamma within 1 cm, with an e + momentum over 3 GeV and e-less than 2 MeV.
Discussion
#+ e-/# + #-Comparison
Although compatible with each other within statistics, some marginal differences could remain between the rates of #+ e-and #+ #-events and between the V ~ rates (see Table 3 ). It has been speculated [8] that such differences, if real, could arise from two body F decays mediated by Higgs bosons [15] , preferentially giving a muon as a second lepton, and no V ~ In this model one could expect the PT spectrum of the #-to be harder than observed.
Same Sign Dilepton Events
The question of same sign dileptons has stimulated many discussions, because the high cross sections found in several experiments were not accounted for within the standard model: c~ or beauty production [163.
Same sign dileptons have been observed in several counter experiments [17 to 22] and in a few bubble chamber experiments (#+ e + [23] , #-e-[41, 24, 25] . The production rates differ widely and the experimental situation is unclear, mostly because of large uncertainties in subtracting the background in counter experiments, and because of the poor statistics in bubble chamber experiments. However our results and others [3, 26] and recent reanalyses of old data [20, 26] suggest the earlier rates may be too high.
For ~ interactions, the results presented in this paper (#+ e+/# + <2x 10-4; #+ e+/# + e-<6~) do not confirm the rate 4.8x 10 -4 reported by Ammosov et al. [23] from 6,780~, charged current events in similar experimental conditions. They saw 4#+e + events, (pe+>O.3GeV/c), with a total of 3 V ~ One counter experiment [17] has reported a rate (#+/~+/#+/~-) =(18 +6 + 3) %, with p,>4 GeV/c. This is both higher than our limit on the #+ e + rate and also higher than our #+ #+/#+ #-limit of 12 ~o.
In v interactions a Gargamelle experiment has reported a signal [4] of (6_+3) unweighted p-eevents (with Pe->0.5 GeV/c) with no associated V ~ and all the electron momenta below 2 GeV/c (where the background contributions are greatest). The BNL-Columbia collaboration had previously reported [24, 25] the observation of 20# e (Pc-> 2 GeV/c), of which 11 were attributed to background, in a sample of some 100,000CC events. Recently [26] they have reported that there are no #-e-in a new sample of 51,000CC events (with Pe >4GeV/c). Taking into account their electron detection efficiency, and correcting for the effect of the Pc-cut using the model of Smith and Valenzuela [27] , the new limit on #-e-is comparable to our limit on #+ e + of 2 x 10 -4 for p,>0.8 GeV/c. When comparing our results with those of counter experiments, the fact that the spectrum of the second lepton observed in those experiments seems to be softer in same sign than in opposite sign dileptons [17, 20] makes our V upper limit of 6~ for #+ e+/# + eharder to reconcile with some # /~ published rates [17, 19, 22] .
A model by Godbole and Roy [28] , based on e~ production in the hadron jet, could account for the like sign dimuons. The calculation by Smith and Valenzuela [27] , extending this model to like sign #e events, would predict about 6 prompt #+e + events in our data: we see none. Such a model would, however, provide a natural explanation for a trilepton event such as the #-#-e + from the v run.
A model by Choban, which includes QCD and non-perturbative effects [29] appears to give like sign dimuon rates and kinematic distributions that are in agreement with earlier data. Choban's dilepton rates are for Ev above 30 GeV and our comparable 90~ confidence level limit on (#+e+//~ +) becomes 4 x 10 -4 (for pe + >0.8 GeV/c), to be compared with Choban's theoretical estimate for #+/~+/#+ =(3.3 +0.2) x 10 -4 with P,1 >4 GeV/c. However this theoretical c ~ rate seems higher than our upper limit since it would probably need to be enhanced by a factor of 3 to 4 to include the e + with momenta between 0.8 and 4 GeV/c.
A model by Cline [30] introduced leptonic decays of a new particle to account for some sign dileptons. Such decays have not contributed significantly to our data.
Conclusions
The results of this paper are based on a study of 192 dilepton events: these include the highest statistics to date on the production of dileptons by anti-neutrinos in bubble chambers. The kinematical distributions of the opposite sign dileptons are compatible with the expected production of charmed particles and their subsequent semi-leptonic decay, as in other experiments [1, 2] .
The measured dilepton rates and associated V ~ yields are shown in Table 3 . This experiment is un-28 G. Gerbier et al.: Dilepton and Trilepton Production able to conclude whether remaining small differences between the #+ p-and #+ e-rates indicate any additional production mechanisms.
The present experiment shows no evidence for prompt like sign dilepton production. Our limit on #+ e+/# + imposes important restrictions on c~ production models since there is little background to the e + whereas the # e data include Compton scattering background and decay backgrounds are large in ##. Our lack of prompt same sign dileptons is hardly compatible with rates observed in-some bubble chamber and counter experiments which have been considered as important support for the enhanced cP production models of Godbole and Roy (extended by Smith and Valenzuela), and of Choban, and also for the different model of Cline.
The #-#-e + trilepton event requires a different production mechanism from previously reported trileptons, but could by explained by c~ production.
